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Wouldn't you like to know:Why she texted you so much before but now nothing?Why your multiple
texts are killing the attraction?Why she is playing so hard to get?Is she actually interested in
you?How to have her text you back immediately?How to safely flirt with the amazing results?How to
have her waiting for your text rather than the opposite? What if... She were the one texting you all of
the time?You could get her to respond, right now!?You could get that really hot girl to finally pay
attention to you?You stopped feeling so much anxiety over that one girl because too many girls
were paying attention to you? I promise you this, if you read this book and apply it's principles, you
will have so much more success with women. Imagine, all of the cash you are leaving on the table
by not understanding how to get what you want! Imagine, all of those dates with so many hot girls
that you didn't go on simply because you couldn't text right! Seriously, texting incorrectly can crush
your chances with women permanently. I can't tell you how many women have vented to me their
frustrations at what you are doing. These women want you to understand, they want you to say the
right things! But like breaking wind midsex, it is incredibly easy to snuff attraction. Let me teach you
to really understand the opposite sex, and land that date with that really hot/amazing girl.
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Alright Guys, I wanted to spend some time in this book before I reviewed it. So here is what my
impressions were; First let me start by giving a bit of background. I am not a novice in the dating
world. I'm in my mid thirties and have dated a lot of women conservatively probably into the 550 -

600 range since high school many years ago.I would say that most of what this guy wrote was
pretty spot on. He seems to have the initial contact and flirt dynamics, through text down pretty well.
He knows about the "push and pull effect" in a beginning level relationship. However, he seems to
be very poor in actual relationships from what I can gather. In other words, the book is useful to
attempt to navigate the online dating environment and trying to get you to the in person meet and
greet point - which in and of itself is easily worth the cost of the book, and worth reading.Especially
for the young, inexperienced guys who are really confused by women and how they respond, or fail
to respond, I would recommend this book to establish some basic rules to play the game by. Just
understand that this is really only useful for initial contact and attempting to lock down first and
second dates.This author seems to be stuck in the player phase of dating, which he will eventually
grow out of with age - But he is still young and has more to learn. This isn't discounting what he
suggest about being funny, not being over eager to throw your heart at girl you haven't even met in
person yet, or coming across as needy. He is correct in all of his advice on these topics.For
transitioning into actual relationships? Yeah, this book will not cut the mustard, nor was it really
meant to. I would definitely get a couple of other books on the subject. I would probably recommend
"models" by Mark Manson. It sort of picks up where this one leaves off. Lets face it, first and second
dates get way old after a few years don't they? Use this as your online openers to make contact,
then move into the next phase - the one not covered by this book.

I was looking for some good ideas to make text conversations more fun, more appealing. What can
you do differently with short text messages to spark interest? For a Kindle book with so many good
reviews, I thought the price was reasonable.My first mistake was not clicking "Take a look inside"
and reading a sample. The very first sentence is, "I am better than you at texting." Ok, fairly large,
uninformed assumption, but go on. His reasoning for being better: "I started texting in Asia about
five years before it even arrived in the US (sic)" - which gives what advantage, typing faster? - "and I
understand the dynamics of relationships like a chef understands alcoholism." Um, what? Chefs
have nothing to do with alcohol. So you...don't understand the dynamics of relationships?Since I
purchased the book, I reluctantly read on. The author's grammar, punctuation and spelling are
written at a remedial level. And he uses profanity throughout, often in derogatory terms about
women. (He says 'b-tch' twelve times. While he is often trying to be playful, this is completely
disrespectful to women and to the intelligence of the reader.)Here's an example of one of his text
messaging conversations, from which you are supposed to glean some sort of quality
communicative approach:"Cherie: Hey Mike you going out tonight?Me: Going out with LacyCherie:

Oh...going out with the cougarMe: Jesus Cherie, you are such a b-tch!"Why any girl wants to
engage in conversation with this guy is a mystery.What's truly incredible are the sections indicated
in the Kindle edition that apparently several others have highlighted. Like this section, highlighted
276 times:"You see, the important thing is always portraying confidence; of course we are going to
say the wrong things. Of course we are going to screw up, but if we accept this as inevitable and
don't really give a s***. She will sense that confidence and feel nothing but attraction."Where's the
rest of that, "...if we accept this as inevitable" sentence? Oh, it's over there, after that period.While
there may be a point or two in this book about a guy displaying confidence by not apologizing or that
you shouldn't text someone the moment you get their number, it's difficult to filter these points out
because the book has such poor grammar and punctuation, it's unreadable. And I'm not sure what
type of person would be receptive to the author's example texts but it certainly isn't anyone with any
class, self respect or post-primary education.At most, this book deserves two stars: one to match
the quality of the writing and content and a second as pity for the author. But I don't pity him
because he has my money. So...one star. Add to that a big question mark as to how so many
people gave this four and five stars.

I was a little skeptical about this book but bought it and read it in 2 days, took notes, reread (I
needed help) and applied. It works, his advice while seeming at first read 'game'ish', works once
applied. I'm a late 30's recently single guy and this book has paid for itself numerous times. He not
only explains what to be texting but the psychology behind why you are texting it, like it or not, but
once you have success with it you will like it. Well worth the price of a round of drinks you'd spend
with some girl you have no chance with.My first review, and I had to get off my iphone to give it.

While this book did provide some cool examples here and there, the book could be summarized into
a few points.Ã¢Â€Â¢don't over textÃ¢Â€Â¢try to make the other person laugh, but don't try to
hardÃ¢Â€Â¢use push and pull, but oh.... There is a different book for thatÃ¢Â€Â¢if the target isn't
responding, move on.I just saved you $4.
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